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Dear SERVO:
I'm a Ph.D. student in computer

engineering, and almost every issue of
SERVO has an article that's relevant to
my research. One day I thought,
"Wouldn't it be great if I could store
these articles on my computer?" That
would make it easier to organize and
read them. That's when I went to your
website and discovered SERVO Online.
Let me tell you, this thing is fantastic!
Not only do you provide a fully

searchable database of your archives,
but you also have high-resolution PDFs
of every issue! I wish all magazines
would provide their subscribers a
service like yours. Yes, some offer
downloadable reprints of articles, but
they're usually poor-quality HTML
conversions. You provide PDFs of the
real thing! I just wanted you to know
it's greatly appreciated. Thank you!

Trevor Harmon
University of California, Irvine

robots will get easier. (Yes, that will
help you procrastinate, I know ...) The
excellent monthly coverage of
Combat Zone will get all you fighters
ready, so we’ll be covering many other
types of competitions individually.
Future articles will cover: Androids,
which include soccer, Robo-one, 
and walkers (Nov), Tetsujin (Dec), 
Fire-Fighting (Jan), Balancer Race
(Feb), Art Bots (Mar), Sumo (Apr),
and Hockey Bots (May).

You can build any one of these

robots and make them competitive.
The articles will not give you 
step-by-steps on making a robot, but 
they will give you enough pointers for
you to be able to make a good start of
it and then figure the rest out on your
own. No human athlete coasted to a
gold medal, and neither will you.

Use your mind. Bend the iron.
Make a bot. Show it off.

You can do this. But the clock is
ticking. You have nine months left.

I’ll see you in San Francisco. SV
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AX2550
AX2850

Get the DC Motor Controllers
that are at the heart of many of today’s
world’s most demanding Industrial,
Military and Research Robots, and other
innovative Motion Control applications.

- RS232, RC, or Analog input
- Speed or Position Mode
- Dual channel output up to 140A
- Optical Encoder Inputs
- Intelligent Current Limiting
- Thermally Protected
- Field Upgradable Firmware
- Enclosed and Board-Level versions
- and many more advanced features ...

Model Amps Features Price
AX1500 2x30A B $275
AX3500 2x60A O-R-B $395
AX2550 2x120A A $495
AX2550HE 2x140A A $645
AX2850 2x120A O-A $620
AX2850HE 2x140A O-A $770
A=Aluminum Extrusion, B=Board-Level, O=Optical Encoder In,
R= RC outputs. Qty1 price. Contact us for OEM Qty prices

www.roboteq.com

8180 E.Del Plomo Dr. 
Scottsdale AZ USA 85258

(602) 617-3931  -  info@roboteq.com

Industrial
Strength 

Motor Control
for All

AX3500

AX1500
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